In the ever changing energy industry, knowledge management is the key to efficient, reliable and profitable operations. But with ageing workforces a growing issue in the energy industry, it can be difficult to retain the know-how you need. And no matter how skilled and experienced your team is, with new technologies, market conditions and regulations constantly emerging, keeping up-to-date with the latest developments is a huge challenge.

DNV GL’s Energy Academy is your perfect solution for this challenge. It provides a wide range of courses for the electricity supply chains, bringing together courses from legacy DNV, GL, Garrad Hassan and KEMA. The courses draw on our extensive expertise in business & technical consultancy, testing, inspections & certification, risk management, and verification – helping you turn our knowledge into your power.

Our training options include:

- Open enrolment courses, seminars, workshops, knowledge days
- Customised in-house training

**Experienced trainers**

All our courses are taught by experts with years of experience in the field. They are all still involved in real-life projects every day, so you can be sure the knowledge and experience they are sharing is proven in practice and completely up-to-date.

**Open enrolment courses**

Our open enrolment courses are an ideal opportunity for learning and networking alongside fellow professionals in an international setting. The extensive programme includes both technical and management training. Courses explore the subject matter in depth, and are available in the following areas:

- Management & General
- Risk Management & Decision Making
- Energy Transition
- Wind Energy
- Other Renewables (Wave, Tidal, Solar)
- Renewables Certification
- Transmission & Distribution
- Power Cable Technology
- Data Communication

**Customised in-house training**

Besides our standard courses, the Energy Academy can also create in-house trainings customised to your company's specific needs. These can be tailored versions of existing courses, or completely new. Such courses can deal with actual cases from your business or future scenarios that you have sketched out.

For more information:

Energy Academy
academy.energy@dnvgl.com
www.dnvgl.com/energy-academy
+31 (0)6 29602659 / +31 (0)6 15063593 / +31 (0)6 18410601

www.dnvgl.com